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Introduction 

 

I Seasonality of the SAM: 

Structure, eddy feedback, GCM biases 

  

II Dynamical mechanisms: 

 eddy feedback, response to external forcing. 

Outline 
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Main balances: 
• Upper troposphere: Coriolis / eddy mom. flux. conv. 
• Lower troposhere:  Coriolis / surface friction 
 

Vertical integration, quasi-stationnarity: 
Eddy Forcing ~ Surface Drag  
 
 Fluctuations of the zonal-mean wind are always « forced » by eddies 

Introduction: jet dynamics 

Zonally-averaged momentum equation: 

Eddies Drag Coriolis 



What causes the SAM prominence? 
Hypothesis: eddy-mean flow feedbacks.  

(Lorentz & Hartmann) 
z= SAM index, m= eddy forcing index 

Feedbacks by eddies 

       
      

 
 

 random forcing,  
 feedback coefficient 

Large feedback: 
• Long persistence 
• Large response to perturbation 



1. Summer: close to zonal symmetry 

300-hPa zonal wind 

Seasonality of the SAM:  
structure and dynamics 



SAM= shift of eddy-driven jet 
Dec-Jan Mar-Apr 

SAM zonal wind 
anomalies 

Jet shift:         
 

Dec-Jan  
Mar-Apr  



True for different positions of the mean jet: 

GCM simulations with permanent season and ENSO 



Dec-Jan  
Mar-Apr  

Positive eddy feedback, 
Longer persistence in Dec-Jan 



In the model, the feedback  
varies a lot with the mean state. 

SAM spectrum (log scale) 

SAM variance also depends on 
Variance of random eddy forcing.  

SAM autocorrelation 

days Frequency (days-1) 

Feedback 



2. Winter: strong zonal asymmetries 

300-hPa zonal wind 

SAM anomalies 
Climatology 

In the Pacific ocean: no jet shift, but see-saw between two extrema. 



SAM composites by sectors: 



Eddy feedback: weak over Indian sector 

Southern Hemisphere  
Indian sector 
Pacific sector  



Pacific eddy forcing responds to  
upstream (Indian) wind anomalies 

SAM  
Indian sector wind 
Pacific sector wind 



Summer:  
• zonal symmetry, 
• jet shifts around mean position 
• eddy feedbacks (with variations) 

 
Winter: 
• Zonal asymmetry (subtropical jet, no continuity) 
• Change from jet shift to see-saw 
• Weaker feedback, because of downstream eddy influence? 

Conclusions 



3. GCM biases and seasonality 

• Simulations with varying horizontal resolution. 
• Forced by observed SST, coupled, and 1% CO2 
• Observations (NCEP) in Green 

PDF of daily jet position 
(forced simulations) Variance of the distribution 

mean latitude of jet 

Annual analyses: 



PDF of jet position 
(forced simulations) Variance of the distribution 

mean latitude of jet 

Summer months:  
• Large latitude shifts 
• Small changes in variance 



Other variability statistics  also  
converge to observed ones … 

Variance of Eddy Forcing Skewness of distribution 

SAM timescale 

mean latitude of jet mean latitude of jet 



PDF of jet position 
(forced simulations) Variance of the distribution 

Winter months:  
• Small  latitude shifts 
• Large  changes in variance 

mean latitude of jet 



Winter (JJA) 850-hPa wind SAM composites: 
GCM biases project on the SAM 

Indian sector Pacific sector 

NCEP 

GCM 

Latitude Latitude 



Dynamical mechanisms 

Complete diagnostic of role of eddies: Eliassen-Palm fluxes 
• Vertical component ~ eddy heat flux 
• Horizontal component ~ eddy momentum flux 
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• Momentum deposited upper levels, dissipated at surface 
• Meridional circulation also driven by eddy heat fluxes 
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Eliassen-Palm fluxes give: 
1. Wave activity flux.  
2. Effective momentum flux (opposite the EP flux) 
Source at mid-lats surface, decay upper trop. tropics  

Zonal-mean zonal wind Eddy momentum flux convergence 

Ferrel cell 

Cools Warms 

Slows 

EP fluxes 



Feedback mechanism 1: baroclinic 

1. Zonal wind anomalies -> change in wave source regions 

AM zonal wind  
Anomalies (color) 



Feedback mechanism 1: baroclinic 

1. Zonal wind anomalies -> change in wave source regions 
2. Waves propagate away from source regions 

AM zonal wind  
Anomalies (color) 



Feedback mechanism 2: barotropic 

1. Changes in upper-troposphere wave propagation 
(direction of propagation, latitude of decay) 

AM zonal wind  
Anomalies (color) 



Feedback mechanism 2: barotropic 

1. Changes in upper-troposphere wave propagation 
2. Adjustment of heat fluxes / vertical shear 

AM zonal wind  
Anomalies (color) 



Experiments: constrained zonal-mean flow 
  
 isolate impact of mean-flow changes on waves 
 Distinguish mechanisms 

Uuut

1

PyVU ,,

,  = 2 h 

Validation in control simulation:  
small changes in T and eddy fluxes  
when relaxed towards the climatological (U,V) 

Add a (strong) relaxation term in the zonal-mean momentum equation: 

Pos./ Neg. Phase composites 



Differences with mean state: 
EP fluxes and eddy momentum convergence 

Positive phase Negative phase 

• Little change in eddy heat fluxes 
• Change in momentum flux across the jet 
• Opposite change in subtropics 



Role of baroclinicity of zonal wind anomalies: 
Differences in EP flux and eddy forcing 

Total wind anomalies Upper-level wind  anomalies 



Response to perturbation: 
Exemple from increases in horiz. resolution 

Held-Suarez type experiments (dry GCM). 
Resolution increase in latitude -> poleward shift of jet. 



Increase in latitude resolution: changes in EP fluxes 

Mean 

Differences 

• Shift in latitude of wave source region 
• Momentum flux across jet mean position 



Mean 

Differences 

Increase in latitude resolution: changes in EP fluxes 
Zonal-mean wind constrained to follow same control 

• Amplification of mean EP fluxes 
• No latitude shift 



Observed response of waves is strongly constrained  
by mean flow  anomalies. Solutions? 
 
1. Transient response (with large ensembles) 

 
2. Decoupling of waves and mean flow (in models):  
      control of zonal-mean flow and/or wave characteristics. 
 
Remaining difficulty: evaluate proposed mechanisms in  
« realistic » setting.  

Conclusion 


